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SOME TESTS OF JACKETED SPACE HEATERS ' 
FOR HEATING SMAll FARM DWElliNGS 
CARL A. REA YES' AND R. E. STEW ART 
THE PROBL&\( 
Inquiries pertaining to heating problema have directed attention to 
the need for Information on satisfactory and economical method, of heating 
farm dwellinp. Many of these dwellings are old and were constructed 
withou t much attention to their heaUng characteristics. Looseness of 
conatrudion, Inadequate insulation and faulty arrangement of interior walla 
and opening. prevent good heat distribution. 
Heretofore these houses have been partially and uneconomicaUy heated 
by a splee heater in each room where heat was required. Ceiling. a re UI-
ually more than 8 feet above the floor, and are rarely insulated. Interior 
doorways comprise the only openings between rooms. Heat transfer by 
gravity circulation i& dependent upon temperature diffe rences, and thl. 
neceasitate' the accumulation of a bank of high temperature air from 3 
to 5 feet down from the ceiling before outlying rooms can be heated by 
gravity cireulatlon. Considerable heat la loat into the unheated attic in 
attempting to heat air in the living zone satiafactorily. This point I, illus-
trated by the fact that ice and snow on roor. of t hese uninsulated houaes 
melt even though the outdoor temperature is below freezing. Window. fit 
very laoaely, permitting excessive infiltration of air. Insulated exterior 
walla are uncommon. 
It i.a apparent that the heating loads and obstructions to heat diatribu-
tlon muat be reduced before these housu ca n be heated satisfactorily with 
a single space heater . There are approximately 250,000 farm dwellings in 
Missouri, and it is assumed that from 85 to 90% of these are equipped with 
space heatera. The types most commonly used are wood stoves, co, lstovea, 
oU heaten and fireplaces, v.ith extensive uae of gas heaters in recent yea rs. 
The advent of electricity on the farm haa increased the heating prob-
'The tenn space heater applies to Ilny heaUng system that heau the environ-
ment dlrecUy by rac11aUon. and by convecUon currenu. There are two distinct 
types with respec t to their heat distribution Characteristics. The radiant tnoe 
consil t. euentially of a ftre-pot. and It heats the environment malnly by radia-
tion. Tbe circulator Is essenUally a jacketed radian t heater, and It hea U by 
convection current •. 
'Thil bulletin I. la r gely an a tntract from a thula submitted by Mr. Reave. 
to the graduate faculty of the University of Miuourl In partial fuUUlment of the 
rflqulrement. for the degree of Master of Sclel'lce In Agricultural Engineering. 
This .tudy was made a s a part o r the Nor t h Central Regional Project N C-9 
on Farm Hou,il'lg R esearch, and was partl.lty tlnaneed by funds authorized by 
Section 9b3 TlUe I Of the Research a nd Marketing Act of 1946. 
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lem. The number of electrided farms in Missouri increased from 55% in 
19~5 to approximately 80 % in 1950. This provides economical power for 
an automatic pressure water system, and a bathroom is usually built after 
a water system is installed. This creates another heating problem because 
it is desirable to maintain bathroom temperatures at a higher level t~an is 
poIIslble with centn i apace heaters an!! gravity circulation. Often the apsee 
available for the bathroom ill at some distance trom the heat lIouree. 
Coal and wood cook stoves serve a two-fold purpose by furnishing 
radian t heat while in UBe. On many electritl.ed farms these stovea are reo 
placed with an electric range which radiates very little heat. This necessi-
tates a heater in the kitchen or some method of transferring heat from 
the room in which the heat source is located. 
INDICES OF COMFORT 
Dry-bulb temperature, relative humidity, air·movement and radiation 
all affect comfort. Each of these comfort factors bas been .tudied and 
can be approximated, but a method of measuring a particular environment 
where all four are considered Is yet to be devised. The American Society 
of Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Engineers (2)* use the "ef· 
fective temperature" (E.T.) Index, which is defined as an "empirically de· 
termlned index of the degree of warmth perceived on exposure to different 
combinations of temperature, humidity, and air movement". It Is believed 
that undel' ordinary room conditions ",ith still air, t he dry-bulb temperature 
in Itself Is a better index of warmth tban Is E .T. or any other composite 
index (11 ) . Where radiation sources are present, and air and wall tem-
peratures differ signiftcantly. the operative temperature Is considered a 
better index. 
Operative Temperature, as developed by Winslow, Herrington and 
Gagge ( 4 ), combines air temperature, reflected radiation, and air movement 
Into a single value. I t has the practical disadvantage that mean s kin tem-
perature of the human .ubject must be known in order to estimate operative 
temperature. 
Mean skin temperature Is a comfort index In the absence of perspira-
tion. Various workers (5, 6) have shown t hat below the zone ot evaporative 
cooling there is a relationship between comfort and mean skin temperature. 
To sum up, no physical integrating instrument exists which is capable 
of combining the four environmental factors Into a single value. l>feS8ure-
ment of these factors can be made most satisfactorily by separate record-
ings. 
UTERA'lURE 
Thulman and Seely (10) reported that 35 % of all urban homes and 
63 % of all rural homes in the nation in 1940 were heated by space heaters 
of one kind or another (wood, coal, oil, or gas). The advantages oC apace 
heaters are: (1 ) Low first coat; ( 2 ) high efficiency; (3) ease of installation; 
(4) low fuel consumption ; (5) provision of a comfort zone by radiation 
near the heat source. The greatest disadvantages are: ( 1 ) They take up 
'Numbered rdenncea are lilted in back ot thls bulletin. 
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usable space in the living quarters: (2) they usually do not maintain tem-
peratures satisfactorily uniform throughout the house. 
Thulman and Seely (10) suggest that the operating cost will equal 
the first cost several times during the life of a heating system. He~e 
the operating cost is of greater importance. Consequently these investi-
gators, in their paper, recommend allowable budget amounts for heat and 
30 gallons of hot water per day for various annual incomes. The allowances 
are based on degree-days. * 
The Heating, Ventilating a nd Air Conditioning Guide (3) g ives the 
yearly total degree-days for major cities in Missouri. 
Achenbach ( 1) conducted a study of temperatures in a test bungalow 
with some radiant and jacketed space heaters during 1949. SOffie of his 
conclusions were: 
1. Space heaters are a satisfactory method of heating small homes 
in a mild climate. 
2. The maximum temperature differences within the living zonet vary 
almost directly with the heat output. 
3. The radius of the comfort zone varies directly with the outdoor 
temperature. 
4. The heater should be located as nearly as possible in the center 
of the house, and it should have an equal chance of heating each room by 
radiation and natural convection currents. 
!i. Regardless of heater location, the jacketed heaters produced less 
horizontal temperature difference than did the radiant heaters. 
6. Regardless of heater location, the radiant heaters produced less 
temperature difference in the living room wne than did the jacketed heaters. 
7. The use of open transoms over interior doorways increased the heat 
delivered to colder rooms. 
8. Use of a fan to blow the warmed air toward colder rooms increased 
temperatures in the living zone and decreased the hor izontal temperature 
differences. It was found that the fan should be placed as near as practical 
to warm air as it rises from the heater, and its direction of discharge should 
be toward the colder parts of the house. 
Simmons and Lanham (8) used oil-fired circulating heaters in a study 
of factors that affect temperatures in southern farm homes. Tests were 
conducted in two three-room and six one-room experimental houses. Among 
conclusiOIlll drawn were: 
1. With a lapped weather-boarding exter ior and beaded ceiling lumber 
interior on relatively new wood-frame construction, fuel consumption was 
reduced 30% by minimizing air infilt ration through walls and around win-
dows and doors. 
2. An iqcrease in wind velocity from 3.0 to 9.7 miles per hour caused 
an increase in fuel consumption of 56%, with wood-frame construction 
·For anyone day, when the mean temperature is less than M ' F., there 
ex1$ts as many degree-days as there are Fahrenhe!t degrees difference In tem-
perature between the mean temperature for the day and 65 ' F. 
tThe tenn liVing zone as used In this report refellS to the area from 2 to 60 
Inches above the floor. 
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three years old. This structure was made of lapped weather-boarding with_ 
out paper or sheathing on the exterior and with beaded ceiling lumber on 
the interior. 
. 3. At low wind velocities differences in fuel consumption as great as 
38% can be expected in two houses of identical design and materials (same 
building material as in conclusion 1), due to differences in age of building, 
unequal tightness of construction, and other variables. 
4. At low wind velocities fuel consumption was reduced approximately 
25% when construction similar to that in conclusion 1 was insulated, walls 
and ceiling, with 3% inches of cottonseed hulls. 
5. In the one-room metal house, fuel consumption was reduced ap-
proximately 50 % (with wind velocities from three to nine miles per hour) 
by use of cottonseed hulls for ceiling and wall insulation. 
6. Reductions in fuel consumption of as much as 47.8 % were produced 
in wind velocities up to 9.7 miles per hour by installing wind barriers in 
walls. around windows and doors, and curtain walls between foundation 
piers. 
7. With the same fuel consumption, temperatures in these low-cost 
houses were made equivalent to those in relatively high-cost houses by uee 
of inexpensive wind barriers in the walls and ceiling, tight foundations and 
cottonseed hulls for insulation in walls and ceiling. 
8. Vertical temperature differences within test houses varied directly 
with fuel consumption. 
9. Concrete-slab floors laid on a gravel fill will maintain higher and 
more uniform temperatures than wood floors on piers. 
La Rock and Dodge (7) conducted a study of t emperatures and related 
conditions in Wisconsin farmhouses. Among their conclusions were: 
1. The average dry-bulb temperatures and effective temperatur es 
maintained in all of these houses at the 60 inch level from 8 a. m. to 10 
p. m. were higher than is usually considered comfortable. The average dry-
bulb temperatures In tbe regularly heated rooms fell for t he most part 
within the range of 75· to 80· F. with respective effective temperatures 
from 69· to 75· under all outside weather conditions. 
2. In very cold weather conditions relative bumidities fell below the 
desirable of f rom 30 to 50 %. either with or without special lrumldifying 
devices. Observations indicated that outside temperatures had more effect 
on the relative humidity within a house than did any other factor and that 
retarding the flow of vapor to the outside would be a more effective means 
of maintaining higher humidities than attempts to introduce moisture into 
the ai r. 
3. The most obvious source of discomfort in unimproved houses with 
a high rate of heat loss appeared to be due to large differences in the air 
temperatur e between Boor and ceiling. 
4. In the old houses the temperature of the air close to the Boor rather 
than the rate of air movement was probably the principal cause of dis-
comfort to the occupants. 
Stewart (9) used an oil-fired jacketed heater in a study of the most 
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effective method of use in heating a small one-story farm home. Some of 
hia conclusions were: 
1. Neither an under-floor"" nor an above-ceiling duct system (when 
used individually) aided heat distr ibution over that of the heater without 
ducts. 
2. A 40 or 50 % decrease in vertical temperature differences occurred 
when the under-floor and above-ceiling duct system were used simultaneous-
ly and without forced circulation. 
3. Operation of a blower installed in above-ceiling duct. with both 
duct systems open, decreased the vertical temperature difference beyond 
50% but this improvement occur red near the ceiling (above the Jiving 
zone). 
PLAN FOR STUDY OF THE PROBLEl\I 
Work was unde rtaken to determine the effectiveness and also the limi-
tations of oil-fired circulating heaters in supplying and distributing winter 
heat in small homes; also, to determine the effectiveness of additional 
means for distributing the heat throughout the house. 
An ideal heating system would maintain zero temperature differences 
throughout the house from floor to ceiling. Since an ideal system is never 
realized in practice, a record of temperature variation within the house can 
be used as a performance index for any particular system. Therefore, three 
houses were selected for study, and tests were designed to decrease high 
temperature differences (characteristic of space heaters) by providing 
more positive air circulation. 
INSTRUl\IENTS 
1. Dry-bulb Temperature. During the 1949-50 heating season dry-bulb 
temperatures were recorded intermittently with an electronic potentiometer 
(Figure 1). This instrument recorded dry-bulb temperatures on a strip 
chart at 16 remote locations. Sensing elements and lead wire used in this 
study were made of 20·gauge copper-constantan wire. Fifteen thermocou-
ples were located throughout each test house at 3 and 30 inches above the 
floor and at 3 inches below the ceiling. The points th~ inches above the 
floor and 3 inches below the ceiling were selected to aid in determining a 
perfonnance index for the system under test. Thirty inches above the 
floor was selected because this is approximately chest high for a person 
in sitting position, and the upper portion of a human Pody is perhaps more 
sensitive to environmental conditions. The 16th thennocouple was used 
to record outdoor temperatures. 
It was realized that temperature measurements at 15 locations in the 
house were too few; therefore, during the 1950·51 heating season. two 
potentiometers were used in House No.2. Dry-bulb temperatures were 
recorded at 31 locations throughout the hOUSe at 3. 30, 60, and 72 inches 
above the door and at 3 inches below the ceiling. 
2. Thermocouple Shields. Effects of radiation on thermocouples were 
'Under-floor ducts refer to cold-air return passages radiating out to th~ 
house exterior wall$ from a central chamber. Heater is located on a grille over 
the central chamber. 
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Fi(\lI". 1. It.. view of the Ele<:txonle Potentlomet .... 
used In thl •• tudy to ~I'd dry·bulb temperatu"". 
reduced by shields that were made of two concentric short lengths' of eon-
duit pipe (Figure 2) . 
Shields used on thermocouples located inalde the house were 2 Inches 
long with diameters of Inner and outer tube. of 'h and 1 inch, f ellpec:tive!y. 
Relative position of these tubes was fixed by set screws threaded through 
the outer tube and jammed against the inner one. All shields f ec:eived two 
coau of aluminum paint. 
The outdoor thermoeouple shield W8JI identical to thole for the interior 
except in diameter and length. It was made 4 inches long with diameters 
of the Inner and outer tubes of * and 1 !f.t inches, respectively_ 
S. Relath'e Humidity. Clock-faced type hygrothermographl were 
uled to obtain continuous r ecords of r elative humidity within the house. 
Mechanically-wound seven·day clocks drove circular charts that were grad· 
uated to read percentage relative humidity and Fahrenheit dry·bulb tem· 
perature directly. The humIdity sensing element was of the human· hair 
type. The dry·bulb temperature element WUl of the coiled'lIpring type. 
Humidity elements were calibrated every (8 hours with a hand·aspirated 
paychrometer. 
4. Ail" lUovement. An indicating velometel" of the air-actuated pointer-
vane type was used to measure interior a ir velocities in all testa. This In-
strument Indicated instantaneous velocity reading in feet per minute. The 
acale ranged from 0 to 500 feet per minute. Readings were taken by hold· 
Ing the velometer directly In the air stream. 
1\. Fuel }Iea.surement. Fuel conaumptlon of oil·li red circulating heat· 
en is low. When the How ill automatically controlled. it is extremely vari· 
able. An instrument that will record fuel flow continuously with accuracy 
under these cin::umstances is not commonly available. 
An instrument waa devised to record the movement of a heater fuel 
valve. but proved to be generally unsatisfactory. 
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Figure Z. Radiation shield tor the outdoor dry-bulb 
temperature thermocouple. 
9 
A more a~~urate measuring system was used during the 1950-51 heat-
ing season. A standard water-level re~order su~h as those employed in 
hydrological research was used in conjunction with a cylindrical fuel tank 
that was approximately 7 inches in diameter (Figure 3). The ll-gallon 
fuel tank was filled once ea~h day. One gallon of fuel was repr.esented by 
2.44 inches of chart, and the chart could be read to 0.01 of an inch. The 
rate of chart travel was 1 in~h per hour. This gave a very satisfactory 
record of fuel measurement, and the rate or the total consumption could 
be determined for any desired period of time. 
6. Temperature Control. A thermostat located in the same room as 
the heat source controlled heat output automatically. It remained set at 
78' F. throughout all tests in each house, and was regulated to maintain 
temperatures within plus or minus two degrees of the setting. 
Fuel now was controlled by a commercially-available automatic device 
fastened to the fuel carburetor. This device consisted of a fine wire coil 
on one side of a metal strip that was fixed at one end. The other end rested 
10 i\h ssou'll AC RlctJLTURAL [xPtJU)I£:<T STAnOI>' 
P'l.guu 3. Fuel· rate m ..... \lf"!ng synem &. OJIt'd In House No.2 (19$()-H). 
The aU-lind drew.tin, heater t. thown In backFound, Md the lO-lnch v~tll.­
tton fan that elrculated air Into the south bedf'OQm tan ~ leen In the upper r lCht 
hand comer. 
on the fuel valve. This win coil was connected in aeries with the thermo-
atat and a source of elutrielty. When the thermo.tat cIO&ed (called for 
heat) the cireuit wu completed. F low of electricity heated tbe wire eoil 
to .. high temperature. Heat was conducted to one side of the metal atMp 
and caused that aide to expand at a futer rate than the other. The loos. 
end of thl. metalltrip curved upward to releue the spring loaded valve and 
permit fuel flow to the burners. When the thermoatat opened (breaking 
the cir cui t ) the strip eooled and straightened, eloling the fuel valve to pilot 
lI.ow. 
DESCRIPTION OF TEST HOUSES AN'D TESTS 
House No. 1. Te.t houae No. 1 was built in 1940. It wu • conven· 
tional type one-.tory basementless bungalow. Figures 4 and ~ are, pho· 
tograph and Hoor plan, respectively. 
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FIgure 4. Tut HouU NO.1 8.$ seen from t he -'Qutheas t cornu. 
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Figure 5. Floor plan ot House No.1 showing loeatlon ot he. ter, thermo· 
couplu. a.nd hygrothermogr .. phl. 
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a. Con.struction Detail.: 
Floor-Conerete ,lab 'aid on & gravel till. 
Ce!llng-Qne-hl.lt Inch Insulation boar(!. 
Exterior Wall.-l-lneh drop ~idlng and bull!;!!ng paper on the ouhlde; 
\i Inch insulation on the Inside: 2 x 4. Inch studding. 
Roof-American 3-tab uptuLlt ah1nglu on I-Inch solid aheathin,. 
Il'I$ulation-Blanket-type rock wool placed between both e"terior will 
studs and ceillng ,lolita. . 
Windows-Wood, 60uble hung and weathentripped. No .torm tuh. 
ExtlPcrlor Doorl Weatheratrlpped; .. I .... paneled; no storm door .. 
Floor Duct.-Under·!!'oor concrete cold-l.Ir returns leading to • central 
chamber. Heater located over central chamber. \¥ben floor ducta were 
used the heater jacket was I!Ilcloaed down to tl.oor level thus torelnr cold 
aIr to return through the dueu rather than over the noor. 
~Ulng Helght-B feet. 
Louvers--6 x 12 inch louvers above the west living room door, touth 
bedroom door, north bedroom door, hall door, bathroom door, and utUlly . 
-room door. 
Floor Area-l .OS! lIQuare teet, Includlng that u.nder the wanl. 
b. Habita of the Oecupanta. This bome was oceupied by a family of 
two that were away during most of the teaa. Both of the occupant. were 
aWay from home during the day and exterior door. were used very little. 
An electric range was ueed for cooking. A amall coal stove located in 
the uUUty room waa uaed tor heating water, and it WI\.8 usually fired once 
in the morning and once in the evening. 
c. Specifications of Circulator used in House No. 1. The manufactur-
e r ', speci fications of this oil·fired circulating heater are as follow': 
B\lJ"1ler pot sh.. 10 lnehes 
FUel tank capacity 2 gallons 
Minimum tuel lIow 2.25 K&llonl per 24 hr .. 
Maximum !ueillow 14.00 ,allons per 24 hn. 
Approldmate maximum heat output. 49,000 Btu per hour. 
d. Test Description : 
Test A-Basic clreulator. 
Test B-Clrculator with transol1U above interior doors open. 
Test C----Cire1.11ator with tran.!lOl1U above Interior doors open and with a 
l(l-lnch Ian located on Uta IiOOf behind the heater. 
Test D-Clreulator with tran.!lOmI above interior doors open, with lioor 
ducta open. 
Teat E-Clreu.lator with transoma above interior doors open, with lioor 
ducta open. and with a lSOO clm. ~ntrltugal tan located In the central lloor 
duct chamber. 
H ouse No.2. House No.2 was built in 1946. It is an experimental 
round-roof, one-story a nd basementless bungalow. Figures 6 and 7 are a 
photograph and Hoor plan, respectively. This Is the only house In which 
testa were conducted during the 19~O·~1 heating eason. ' 
a. Construction Details: 
F1oor-Concr't!te llab lakl on a gravel Ill!. 
CeUlng-One-half inch insulation board. 
Exterior WaU. and Roof-Exterlor-Wood. Ihlnglu on spaced sheathing 
on both vertical endll. Wood shin,lea on both aides from the foundation 
up to the window IIl1I.1 and American 3·~b uphalt shingles trom there to 
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FlC'W"e 6. Tnl House No. 2 ... seen from the northeut I;:Onler. 
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Figure 7. Floor pla.n Of House No. 2 ahowing location of heater. thermo-
couple., a.nd hygrothennognpha. 
the ridge. Interior-Plywood trom tloor to «i~. a.nd one-haH inch insu-
lation board on the ce1Ung. L&mInated ralters (~% x 1':; inch bo-.rds per 
ratter) . 
Inl ulation_ Bla.nket type rock wool 12 Inchu thick) wu placed between 
ratte rs from door to ceiling and between the ceiling jol5ts. F oam gl .... was 
placed. between the d oor and t oundation WtJL8. 
Window$--Reeeased In dormers; double hung ; weather stripped; and no 
norm SIllIh. 
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tlHHUTfD a TT'C SPACl 
• I • • 
UTIL,H "00 .. 
F'tI'UN! 8. Dit.gnmm&t.ic sketch of o~·erhe.d warm-&ir duct 
No. 2 during both tut MuonS. 
u.ed In House 
Exterior Doo..-ReceQed in dormen; weat.her stripped; Irl ... PMeled: 
no storm door. 
Floor Duell_Under tloor concrete ducts leadinl to II. centra l chamber. 
Cell!ng Duct_Ellht lnch~ round, InsulAte'<! aluminum duct e:o:tendlng 
ll"om hot-air collector box over heater through attic to utility room. A li50 
cubic feet per rnln ... te f iUI WI.!! mounted In the duct. See Figure 8. 
Ceiling H elght-S feet. 
Floor Area- I,030 ,.quare feet, including that under the wall •. 
b. Habits of the Oecupants. This houle Wall «cupied during the 1949-
~O heating season by .. family of two. An electric range was used f or cook-
ing, aDd considerable mo~ture was added to the air during preparation of 
meall. Water stood in under- floor duc:lII during rainy periodll, and thi. 
perhaps a1fected relative humidities in testa where the duclll were used. 
Water wall evaporated from a humidider integral with the circulator_ The 
north bedroom door was closed during periods that the occupants were 
asleep. During the 1950-51 heating :seallon this house was unoceupled. 
c. SpecificatiolUl of Cireulator. The manufaeturer'a speci.ll.cation. of 
the oll-1!.red cin:ulating heater are as follow.: 
Fuel ta.nk t:l.paclty_._ ~ plJons 
MInimum fuel l1ow__ _ __ 2 gallona per 24 hn. 
Maximum lUell1ow _________________ " 13.2 gallons per 24 hn. 
Approximate maximum hnt outpuL_ .. __ '" ~.OOO Btu per hr. 
This heating unit had a pot-type burner inten:onne.:.:ted with a cylindri- , 
cal hot -tube radiating jacket. A centrifugal fan pulled air down through 
thll jlcket (against gravity) and diseharged It near the floor in front of 
the heater . 
d. Teat De&c:ription : (1949-50 heating aeuon ) 
Test A-Basic circulator. 
Test B-Clrculator with integrally mounted tan. 
Ten C-Clrculator with wall fan to bathroom. 
Ten D-ctrculator with duct to utility room (gravity now). 
Telt E--Clrculltor with duct and liSO ctm. tan to utility room. 
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e, Test Description: (1950-51 heating season) 
Test A-Basic circulator, 
Test B-C1rculator with duct and 1:;0 chn, tan to utiUty room. 
Test C-Clrculator with Integrally mounted tan. 
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Test D-Circulator with duct and 1:;0 ctm. tan to ut!llty room, with In-
tegrally mounted tan. 
Test E-Circulator with lloor ducts open. 
Test F -Circulator with lIoor ducts open, with a 16-lnch desk-type ven-
tilaling tan on low speed and located on the ftoor on the north side of the 
heater. Air discharge was up and across the heater jacket. 
Test G--Clrculator with north radlatlon door open, with 16-lnch desk-
type ventilating fan on low speed and located on tlIe ftoor on the north side 
at tlIe heater. Air discharge Wall up and across the heater ftrepot. 
Test H- Circulator witlI integrally mounted tan, with duct and 1.50 etm. 
fan to utility room, wltlI I6·lnch desk-type ventilating fan oscillating on 
low speed located 38 Inchu high and 9 feet out in front at the heater. 
Test I-Circulator with integrally mounted fan, wIth duct and 1.50 cfm. 
fan to utility room, with a 150 etm. wall tan located above the batlIroom 
door. with a 10-lnch desk-type ventilating fan located at the top of the door 
opening Into each of the two bedrooms. 
Test J-Circulator with floor ducta open with a lO-lnch desk-type ven-
tilating tan on low speed and located on the floor on the north side of the 
heater. Air discharge was up and acrosa the heater jacket. 
Test K-Clrculator with integrally mount ed fan, with ftoor duets open. 
House No.3. Test house No.3 is approximately 75 years old. It is a 
conventional frame one-story bungalow on a rock pillar foundation. Ap-
proximately 90% of the space between pillars was enclosed. Figures 9 and _ 
10 are a photograph and Boor plan, respectively. 
a. Construction Details: 
Floor-Double wood ftoor with a layer ot building paper in between. 
No. 1 tongue-and-grooved yellow pine 1 Inch thiCk. 
Ceiling- Papered wood lath and plaster, 
Exterior Walls-Wood 8hlngle~ on one layer of building paper on 1 inch 
~heathlng on 2 x .. inch stu(\a exterior. Papered wood lath and plaster 
Interior. 
Roof-GN!en asphalt shingles on old and partly decayed wood shingles 
On spaced 1 Inch sheathing on 2 x .. InCh rafters. 
Insuhl.tlon-U>ose rock wool 3 Inches deep betwef!n ceiling jols~. 
Windows-Large, wood, and double hung, Glass storm sash on lower 
halt &nd glass cloth on upper half. 
Exterior Doors--Weatherstrlpped and glass paneled. GlaS.'! cloth on 
screen door. 
Ceiling Helght-9 feet 8 Inches, 
DuCt---A duct 7.~ by 18 Inches In size Wall corutructed across the ceiling 
of the dining room. It extended from the living room into the northwest 
bedroom, Figure 11. 
Floor Area-l,O .. 6 square feet. 
b. Habits of the Occupants. This house was occupied by a family 
of four. Water was kept in the humidifier integral with the heater at all 
times. Considerable cooking was done on an electric range which added 
moisture to the air, No effort was made toward controlling habits of the 
occupants other than keeping interior doors open or closed as specified in 
each test. 
c. Specifications of Circulator. The manufacturer's specifications of 
this oil-fired circulating heater are as follows: 
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Figure 9. Tell House No. 3 as sun from the northweat comer . 
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Figure 10. Floor p lan of House N o. 3 showing location ot heater, thenno-
couples, and hygro thennographa. 
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Burner pot size , ... __ ._ .... __ ."._ ..... , ...... _ ... , ... _ .... ",_ ... _.,._ ., .. , ... twin, 10-lncl!. 
Minimum Cuel Bow, .. _ ... ,._.,.,, __ ... _. __ .. ... ..... _._ .. _. 2 gallolUl per 2-1. hrs. 
Maximum fuel Bow ... .... _ ..................... _, " .. , ___ "._._ ... __ ._ . .12 gallons per 24 hrs. 
Maximum heat output _____ .... ___ ....... "._ .. _ ......... _ ... _ ... 80,000 Btu per hr. 
d. Test Description: 
Test A-Basic circulator. 
Test B--Circulator, transom open, and all interior doors open. 
Test c--ctrculator with Integrally mounted heater tan with transom 
openlng, w1thout duct, and with aU interior doors open. 
Test D--C1rculator with twin 150 cCm. wall fans In transom opening, 
with all Interior doors open. 
Test &-Circulator with duct, with twin 1~0 elm. wall lans blowing all 
air to northwest bedroom. Dining room-northwest bedroom door closed. 
Test F-Cireulator with duct and twin 150 clm, wall lans, with air di-
vided between dining" room and northwest bedroom. Dining room-northwest 
bedroom door closed. 
Test G-Clrculator with duct and tWin 15{l cfm . wall lans blowing all 
air to dining room. Northwest and southwest bedrooms closed ott trom heat. 
Test H----c1«ulator with duct and 500 elm. lan blowing % air to dining 
room and % to northwest bedroom. Dinlng room-northwest bedroom door 
clO/led. 
Because of the interior arrangement of this house, it was deemed nec-
essary to provide some controlled method of transferring the heated living 
room air to outlying rooms. In an effort to attain a continuous and positive 
circulation of air from living room, to northwest bedroom, to southwest 
bedroom, to kitehen, to either southeast bedroom or dining room and back 
to the living room, a. duct was located next to the dining room ceiling. It 
connected transom openings in the living room and northwest bedroom 
walls. To permit proportioning forced air to dining room or northwest bed-
room as specified in certain tests, a door was hinged in one side of the duct. 
The door opened inside the duct, and its position was adjustable from closed 
to open at a 4:5·degree angle. Fans were mounted on the living room side 
of this duct in such a way that they Were easily changeable. Figures 11 
and 12 are photographs of the duct and fans. 
TEST PROCEDURE 
The scope of this study was limited to oil-tired circulating units. All 
testa in Houses No.1 and No.2 were run through a. range in outdoor tem-
perature of from 20" to :50 ' F . and House No.3 through a range of from 
15' to :50' F. The weather in Columbia is relatively mild and it was not 
feasible to operate each test, once it was started, to completion. As a re-
sult, most tests Were made in several segments, but sufficient time was al-
lowed between each segment, or test, for conditions within the house to 
attain a steady state. 
Data were obtained on dry-bulb temperatures at various levels between 
floor and ceiling, outdoor rur dry-bulb temperature, relative humidities in 
at least three locations in each house, air movement through doors and 
louvers, and fuel consumption. 
Interior air thermocouples were checked periodically with dependable 
mercury thermometers, and in all cases temperatures were correct to within 
• 
• 
FIgure 11. A view of duet act'OM the dining room eelling that connects the 
Iivilll" room and northwut bedroom Of H Olal! No.3. Note adjuatable door in 
eenter ot duct to propOrtion all" to dlnlng room and northwest bedroom which 
I, On the lett. 
FI~ 12. A view of the twin 1liO eubic f~t per minute wall fanl placed 
In end of duct (upper right hand corner ) ot House No.8. The fan thermostat is 
ahown above the twin burner ol1-~ed clreulatlng hu.ter and to the len of faru.. 
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l ' F". The outdoor air thermocouple was checked periodically with the local 
weather bureau. Experimcntal temperatures varied from l ' to 1.5' F. high. 
er than those of the weather bureau. 
PRFSENTATJON AND DISCUSSION OF THE DATA 
In general, data taken in all three houses indicate that small one-story 
dwellings in Missouri can be heated satisfactorily with a circulating type 
space heater, provided some auxiliary forced circulation is used. Records 
of tests in which the circulator was used without auxiliary devices for heat 
distribution show that during cold weather the thermsl environment was 
less satisfactory. Almost any effort toward improvement of heat distribu· 
tion improved conditions on the whole, and in some testa they approached 
those usually considered desirable. 
Since the habits of occupants were not controlled, it was impossible 
to evaluate each test exactly with respect to ita efficiency in heat distribu· 
tion. Similarly, effects of solar radiation and outdoor wind velocity and 
direction were not measured. These factors affect the heat loss or gain 
of a structure measurably, which in turn a!fects t he heat distribution in a 
structure. Conditions in each test were controlled to some degree by a 
room thennostat which operated the fuel valve automatically. 
Tests were conducted through a .range in outdoor t emperature of 20' 
to :50' F. but in this report all discussion wi!! pertain to the range 20' to 
30' F. unless otherwise specified. 
EFFECTS OF RATE OF FUEL CONSUMPTION ON TEMPERATURE 
DIFFERENCES FROM FLOOR TO CEILING 
One method of heat distribution with space heaters is gravity fl.ow, 
which is dependent upon temperature differences. T emperature differences 
from floor to ceiling are dependent largely on rate of fuel consumption. 
This temperature difference may be considered as a measure of the lag in 
producing a desirable thermal environment. For a given house any factor 
that tends to increlUle fuel consumption increases temperature differences 
both horizontally and vertically. Some of the factors that require an in-
crease in the rate of f uel consumption are loosely fitting windows and dOOM! 
that permit excessive air infiltration, insufficient insulation, high. wind ve· 
locities, and large differences in ai r -temperature indoors and out. 
Fuel consumption data were obtained only in House No.2. Figure 
13 shows the relation of temperature differences between fioor and ceiling· 
and heat output. These curves present temperatures measured in the liv-
ing room only (location of heat source). The air stratification was greater 
in the living room than -in other rooms. The curves illustrate the advan· 
·For purposes of d1scus.slon, thermocouple height above the tloor will here· 
after in this report ~ referred to 8.3 t allows: 
Floor-Ory·bulb temperatures me8.3ured at 3 Inches above tloor. 
Living area-Ory-bulb temperatu~s mea.sured at 30 inches above !loor. 
Upper living area-Ory-bulb temperatures measured at 60 inches above tloor. 
Ceiling-Ory·bulb temperatures me8JIured at 3 inches below eelling. 
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Flrure 13. RelaUon ot fuel cOl1.!Iumptlon to temperature dil!'erence. that 
occuu ed in the Uville room ot HoUllo No. Z rrom S Inches above door to S inches 
below ceiUng (19M-l&~1 ). Curves .... c Iden tHI.ed. by their eorrupondlnl tnt de-
ICrlpUon letUn. 
tage. with respect to reducing t emperature I trati1l.eatioD, of keeping the 
fuel·rate u low u poulble. 
Another fe.etor of Importance shown In these curves iI the etreel of 
auxiliary circulation. It La noted that with exception of Teet B the ,lope 
of the curve. decreases with an increaee in air dreulatlon. 
EFFECrS OF OV~DOOR rEMPERATURE AlI."D INDOOR HEAT 
DISTRIBUTION ON FUEL OONSUMPTION 
Operating eo.t 18 ODe ot the deciding iactol'll that determine the efficl· 
mey of a heating lJY,tem.. Curvet! of outdoor temperatures plotted agai.n.at 
fuel oonlllltllption for the teata conducted in Houte No.2 during the 1950-51 
beating aeason, are lhown in Figure 14.. 
It can be seen from the curve. In Figure 14 that any e1fort toward 
Improvement of heat diltributlon decreaaed the average fuel consumption. 
Temperatures in all teats ran higher than are u.aually considered ilatlafac-
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tory (or II farm home. Thus i t is seen that any effort toward a more unI-
form heat distribution can be profitable both ( rom the comfort and opera-
tion coat standpoint. 
At ~. F .• the tests in House No.2 ranked in des<:ending order ot fuel 
consumption as follows: Test G, J, C & F, H & K, I, B, D. E , and A. The 
fuel eoraumption rates were probably affected to some degree by variatiOnJ 
in solar radiation, wind velocity and direction. 
A study of the results of these teats in House No.2 indicates eonsld-
erable reduction In fuel consumption t or various degrees of fOr<:ed air cir-
culation in the room. For example, at 35° F. outside air temperature, Teat 
G (l6·lnch fan blowing air up and across huter fire pot) used only 4.61 
pllou of fuel per 24 hours while Test A wed 8.28 gallons, or a difference 
of 3.67 pIlou per 24 houn. This gave II 44.% decrease in fuel conaump-
tion. This ia algnificant when it ia realized the ooly differenc:e betweeo the 
two teta was that Test G utilited a 16·lnch summer ventilation fan. 
Tett J differed from Test F only in size of fana used whic:h were 10·loc:h 
and I6-ioc:h, re8pe(tively. Test J uaed slightly less fuel but it also produc:ed 
lower dry-bulb temperatures in the living zone and higher temperatures 
from the upper living zone to the c:eiling. The difference in fuel consump-
tion was less than one gallon per week, and the size of fan \used In ~ 
given farmhouse would depend upon the size of fan available. 
The fuel-rate in Tellt H at 3lS· F. was 2.S:S; gallons per day less than 
in Test A, but the more important fac:tor in Test H was that the greatest 
differenc:e in temperature from floo r to c:elling was less than S" F _ Thia air 
temperature strati1l.c:ation c:ompares favorably with that obtained from .. 
more expenalve c:entral heating Iystem. 
Telt I (with ft.ve fans running) burned 30% less fuel than did Test A 
(no fana ) , and it alao maintained much more uniform temperaturet. The 
maximum differences in temperature (11.2· F.) from Hoor to ceiling oc-
c:urred in the utility room where the fan dltcharge was at the c:eiling. Many 
persoD.l would consider the five fans used. in this test an excessive number , 
but the test is valuable since it proves a small well-construc:ted house can 
be heated satlafac:torily with one space heater , and with less fuel than re-
quired by the circulator alone to heat the house less satisfactorily. These 
same fana may be utilized for summer ventilation, making the COlt less 
prphIbltlve. 
The fu el-rate of Test B at a:;. F . was 25 % less than that of Test A, 
Test D 20% leaa and Test C 36% leu. The difference in the over-all a ver-
age temperaturt m.s.lntained between any two of these tesbl was slightly 
grester than 1 · F . This difference would not justify the U6e of fana hut 
a further study of dry-bulb temperaturea show that a better distribution of 
warm. air occurred in certain teats. From. the standpoint of C:OIt ot opera· 
tion only, Test C (the stove with integral fan ) appeared to be the heat. 
Tes t E differed trom Test A in that the floor ducts were open in the 
former. The fuel-rate in Test E was 19% less while there was very little 
di:!l'erence In average temperatures tor the two tests. Test F differed from 
Teat E In that the former utilized a i6-lnch fan. Fuel c:onswnppon wu 
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21 % less In Test F, and also temperature differences were less than in Test 
E. From the standpoint of fu el consumption only, the installation of floor 
duct., or cold·alr retlll'Illl, in new construction would be warranted if used 
with or without fana. 
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
Figure 15 consists of curves of relative humidities with their respective 
outdoor dry·bulb temperatures for each house for a typical 24·hour period. 
AI discussed in the section on test arrangement., House No.1 waa not oc-
cupied during parte of the test and water wall not kept in the heater hu-
mldill.er. Water waa present in tl.oor registers and central chamber of the 
duct system. Houae No.2 waa occupied only during the 1949-50 heating 
season and water waa added in the heater humldltl.er eontinuoully. House 
No.3 was occupied by a family of four and water wa.s kept in the heater 
humidifier at all times. 
Preliminary test. in Hou/l.e No. 1 indicated that the amount of water 
evaporated from the heater humldifter was illllutftcient to significantly in-
creaae the room humidity. Thia statement can be further verified by noting 
the curves in Figure 16 for Houses No.1 and No. 2. The construction of 
theae two houaes are fairly comparable with respect to calculated heat 
losses. Relative humidity in the more loosely constructed Houae No.3 ran 
above 50% for the most part. One cause of higher humidity In House 
No. 3 is that the dry-bulb temperatures near the floor where humidity 
meaaurement. were made were lower than in the other houses. AI tem-
perature decreues relative humidity increases, other factors remaining 
conltant. 
Another cause for higher humidity in House No.3 was cooking, which 
added considerable moisture to the ai r. It was not uncommon for the 
humidity readingl to increase from about 35% relative humidity to as 
much as 50% during the preparation of a meal. 
It was concluded that with a normal amount of food preparation, rela-
tive humidity in most parts of a small house heated by a circulating heater 
would remain within the comfort range of 30 to M %. It is true that under 
these conditions humidity will fiuctuate. 
EFFECT OF UNDER-FLOOR DUors ON HEAT DISTRIBUTION 
Theoretically an underfloor duct system should eliminate cold drafts 
scross the tl.oor. Usually tl.oor registel'll for the oold-air return sy8tem are 
placed beneath windows near the exterior walla. When the heat 80un:e is 
located near the center of the house this permits warmed air to gravitate 
from the heat sourc~ to floor registers and the cooler air to return through 
ducts beneath the tl.oor back to the heat source. 
The chimney effect of a heated house is always considerable in cold 
weath~r because the weight of a given volume of air depends upon Ita tem-
perature. To increase chimn~y ~ff~ct, the heaters were jack~ted down to 
the floor with heavy paper wh~n testing the effect of under-floor ducts. 
Ducta were made of concrete but it is possible that considerable air leaked 
around the h~ater. 
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The use of under-ftoor ducts (without fon::ed circulation) in House No. 
1 had little effect on temperatures. This is seen by comparing reaulta 
of Tests A and D, Table 1. The under-floor ducts did decrease tempera-
tures near the ceiling slightly but this had no effect within the living zone. 
Test E (::;oo clm. forced through the ducts in the di~tion of normal cir-
culation) increased temperatures at the floor as much as 4.3" T. and de-
creased those at the ceiling as much as 22.9" F. Temperatures in the living 
area were increaaed in each room with a maximum of 4.i" F . occurring in 
the living room. While the floor ducts alone decreased vertical temperature 
differences slightly, the ducts with forced convection decreased the differ -
ence from floor to ceiling as much as 26.0" F ., with an average of 12.S" F. 
Floor ducts alone decreased the .maximum horizontal temperature difference 
1.S", 0.::;", and 1.9", -2.4", and 21.9" F . at the respective elevations. 
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Likewise, the uae of under-floor ducta alone (without forced convec-
tion) in House No.2 proved ineffective both from the standpoint of Inc~a.s­
ing temperatures and decreasing differences In temperature vertically and 
horizontally. See Table 3, Test E. The central chamber of the door duct 
system in House No.2 W8lI too small to allow the installation of a fan. A 
fan was therefore placed on the floor in such a way that it blew air up and 
acroaa the heater jacket. Considerable air entered louvers, on the side of 
the beater jacket, and blew up and acrosa tbe fire pot, and out ot the jacket 
through the top grille. Sixteen·inch and len·inch summer ventilation fana 
were used in conjunction with under-Iloor ducts in Testa F and J , Tespective· 
Iy. Both fans in<nased temperatures at the floor and living area and de-
creased those at the ceiling. The 16-inch ·fan increased temperatures 8.11 
much 8.11 6.2 ' and 4.6 ' F. at the floor and living area with a decrease of 
9.~' F. at the ceHing. Figures for the lO-incb tana were 2.6' , 1.6' , and 
6.0 ' F, for the respective elevatiolUl. The lS-inch fan decreased vertical 
temperature dift"erenee from floor to ceiling as much as 15.7' while the 
10·inch fan decreued the di1lerence 811 mucb a.s 13.3' F. The maxhnum 
temperature dilferenee between l"OOlllJiI W8.11 decreased. 811 much as 3.0 ' and 
6.5 ' F. by the IS-inch and 10-inch tans. 
It W8lI concluded that with new construction the installation of an 
underll.oor duet IYJtem witb some method ot torced air circulation I, war-
ranted. 
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TRANso:n s OVE R INTE RIOR DOORWAY!; 
There were 6-inch by 12-inch transom openings above doors in House 
No. 1 between the living room and hall, hall and south bedroom, hall and 
north bedroom, and hall and bathroom. Test B was conducted to deter-
mine the effectiveness of these openings over that of the basic circulator 
alone (Table 1 ). They proved to be of little value for heat distribution 
either vertically or horizontally. 
The ceiling in House No.3 was over 9 feet high, and it was found in 
preliminary tests that air temperature was 1250 F. or above at two feet 
below the ceiling. One opening 9 inches by 18 inches was cut in the living 
room-dining room wall directly beneath the ceiling. It was realized that 
this one opening was insufficient for good heat distribution, but because of 
wall and closet arrangement it was impossible to make more. It can be seen 
in Test B (Table 4) that most temperatures were increased from ODe to two 
degrees but this is too small to be considered significant. 
Even though t r ansom openings in this study had only negligible et-
fect on heating, it is possible that considerable heat could be transferred 
by this method if the size and number of openings were larger. A disad-
vantage of openings is that they permit noise to travel from one room 
to another. 
EFFECT OF FANS INTEGRAL WITH HEATER 
The fan integral with heater used in House No.2 during 1949-1950 and 
1950-1951 seasons· was of the centrifugal type and pulled air downward 
against gravity. Its discharge was near the floor in front of the heater. 
Conditions of Test B in Table 2 were the same 8JI in Test C in Table 3 except 
the house was occupied during the 1949-19150 season shown In Table 2. In 
Test B, Table 2, temperatures were increased a maximum of 3.9" F. in the 
living zone and decreased a maximum of 10.6" F. at the ceiling by the use 
of the fan. Corresponding figures for Test C, Table 3, were 7.20 and 15.10 F. 
Temperature differences from floor to ceiling were decreased as much as 
11.70 F. in Test Band 22.1 0 F . in Test C. The maximum temperature dif-
ference between rooms was decreased 6.70 F. in Test B and 8.90 F. in Test C. 
The fan integral with heater in House No. 3 was a centrifugal type 
mounted above and behind the burners. Its discharge W8JI slightly down-
ward and scross the fire pots. It can be seen from Test C. in Table 4 that 
temperatures at the living area were increased f rom 1.60 to 5.10 F., by the 
use of the fan, while those near the living room ceiling were lower"ed 10Ao F. 
The temperature difference from floor to ceiling was decreased a rnax.imum 
of 9.00 F., and the maximum difference between rooms was decreased. 
11.80 F . 
I n all three of the above tests, comfort conditions in the living room 
were improved g reatly, but the warm air circulation did not extend to out-
lying rooms as much as desirable. With a fan pulling air against gravity 
and forcing it outward and downward in front of the heater, the floor in 
front of the hester is kept much warmer. Also, there is much less strati-
fication of air near the heater. With less stratification, however, t here is 
less heat transferred to adjacent rooms. 
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EFFECT OF FAc'lS 
A 150 dm. (cubic feet per minute) wall fan was installed above the 
Jiving room·bathroom door in House No.2, with its discharge into the lat-
ter. This fan was located approximately 13 feet horizontally from the heat 
source and was ineffective. The bathroom temperature was increased only 
O.S· F. at the living area and the occupants complained of a cold draft 
(Test C of Table 2). 
To determine if the size of heater in HOlLSe No. 2 was sufficient to heat 
the entire house satisfactorily, five fans were used in Test I of Table 3. 
The duct with 150 cfm. fan was used in the utility room; a 150 cfm. fan 
was installed above the bathroom door; a 10-inch summer ventilation fan 
was placed in top of the door opening to each bedroom (discharging toward 
bedroom), and the fan integral with stove was used. Only one temperature 
measurement fell below 70.4' F. and thls occurred at the floor in the utility 
room (68.0' F.). The greatest temperature difference from fioor to ceiling 
was 11.2' F., and the maximum difference between rooms was 13.2' F. at 
the cemng. The maximum vertical temperature difference was decreased 
22.7' F. over that of the basic circulator alone, and the maximum difference 
between rooms was decreased 7.8' F. It should be noted that all of these 
temperatures were higher than common for design purposes. Use of five 
falU! simultaneously is perhaps impractical; however, this test indicates the 
possibility of using a small fan to heat a given room when desirable. For 
eJt8.mple, bedrooms need be heated only a short time before going to bed 
and before getting up. A time-swit~h could easily be installed to control 
the fan automatically or it could be controlled by hand. This reasoning also 
applies to the kitchen, utility room and pos.sibly the bathroom. Another 
important fact was observed in this test: with all the fans in operation the 
heating was not only greatly improved, but the fuel consumption was also 
lowered at the same time. (See Figure 13.) 
Two 150 dm. fans were Installed above the living room-dining room 
door of House No.3 with discharge into the dining room. Results of this 
test are given in Test D of Table 4. The fans increased the temperatures 
very little over those produced by the basic circulator, within the living 
zone, but increased temperatures at the ceiling as much as 13.9' F. Tem-
peratures at the living area were increased a maximum of 2.2 ' F. Much 
of the ineffectiveness of the fans used in Test D of House No. 3 can be 
attributed to the fact that the living room-dining room door remained open 
during the test. Since the fans were located so high, much of the air evi· 
dently circulated back through the living room door. It is pOssible that 
the fans might have been more effective had the door been closed. 
EFFECT OF S~lALL 'DUCTS AND FANS 
One main purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility of uti-
lizing high temperature air directly above the heat source to heat small 
outlying rooms. Examples of new heating problems are the installation 
of a bathroom which requires higher temperatures, and kitchens where 
wood or coal cook stoves have been replaced by electric ranges. 
A 150 dm. wall fan was installed in an 8-inch round aluminum duct 
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in House No.2. Intake of the fan and duct was from an insulated coHee· 
tlon box (Figure 8) located directly above the beat soun::e and extended 
into attic. The collector box could be ,hut off from the heater at wil~ 
This duct was covered with two inches of insulation material, and it ex-
tended tllrougb the attic to an openi.1l.g in center of the utility room ceillng. 
Length of the duct was 23 feet. Resulu of u.a1ng thi!i fan and duct are 
given in Test E of Table 2 and Test B ot Table 3. In Test E (Tetble 2) 
temperatures in the utility room were increased 7.30 F. at the living area 
by the use of the fan and duct over the temperature obtained with the bas.ie 
circulator alone (Teat A, Table 3). The use of this fan and duct, however, 
decreased living zone temperatures in other rooms as much as 3.10 F. The 
utility room temperature was 73.6° F. which Is sufficiently blgb to be aatl!s· 
factory for any room Including the bathroom. In the second test of this 
system, Test B, utility room temperatures were increased ~.{ ' F. at the 
ceiling and 0.8 0 F . at the floor by use of the fan and duct. Temperatures 
in the living room were decreased 5.0· F. at the ceiling while those at the 
floor and living area were little a1!"eeted. 
Prtlimlnary testa In House No.3 indicated that the Interior arrange-
ment of walls was unsatisfactory for heat distribution. It was impossible 
to get sufficient heat to pass through the dining room into the northwest 
bedroom. A 9-inch by lS·inch plywood duct (Figures 11 and 12) was in· 
atalled In the dining room with ends opening into living room and north-
west bedroom. It was conrtructed in auch a way that the air coming from 
the living room could be diac.harged entirely into the dining room or the 
northwest bedroom, or part to both rooms. Teats E , F, G, and H of Table 
4, utilb:ed this duct. Test E with SOO cfm. diacharge into the northwellt bed-
room increased all temperatures slightly. Greatest increases occurred near 
the celUng in tbe two west bedrooms. The amount of air circulated was 
evidently insufficient with such a high celllng (9'5 ~ ). 
It waa realized that House No.3 would be difficult to heat with only 
one circulator. In Test F (Table 4) one-hal! of the air waa discharged 
into the dining room in an attempt to improve temperature conditiona in 
the most used rooPUl. Temperatures were increased at the living zone 8.11 
mueh &I 5.8· F . in the living room, 9.4° F . in the kitchen, 5.9' F . In the 
bafhroom, and ·4.S· F. in the southeast bedroom. Those at the floor were 
Increased from 6.0' to 8.6· F., but this was accompanied with an increase 
at the ceiling. Since temperatures were still lower than desired, the two 
west bedrooms were closed off to decrease the size of heat load. In Test G 
air was discharged into the dining room at SOO dm. by the interconnecting 
duct. Temperature. in the heated portion of the house were Increued 
from 1.0' to 2.4 ' F. at the living area but those in unheated rooms ran 
almost as high as they did when heated by the basic circulator alone. This 
Indicates that very little heated air was transferred to the west bedrooms 
by gravity. An explanation for such high tempuatures in this unheated 
portion is that the doors may not have been closed at all times. and, too,. 
the doors fitted very loosely which permitted considerable heat Infiltration. 
Test H in HOWIe No. S was conducted with a :500 cfm. fan moving air 
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through the duct from the living room. About three-quarters of thia air 
was discharged into the northwest bedroom and about one-quarter into the 
dining room. All temperatures throughout the house were increased but 
tbose near the ceiling were increased most . 
It was concluded that before House No. 3 could be heated ntisfactorUy 
with one space heater , one or more of the following changes should be 
made : Tbe ceiling should be lowered; the heat source should be placed 
more nearly in the center ot the house ; more openings should be made be· 
tween the living room and adjacent rooms, and more fans utilized. 
EFFECT OF VENTILATION FANS 
Realizing that it is impractical to put above-ceiling or under·floor ducts 
in many houses, tests were performed to learn if heat distribution could 
be improved with the use of ordinary summer ventilation fans. 
In Test C (Table I of House No. I ) one I O-inch tan Will placed on the 
floor and behind the heater, Its discharge was up and across the outalde 
of tbe heater jacket. Temperatures at all locations were increased at the 
floor and living area. Temperature differences from floor to ceiling were 
decreased a maximum of 16.3· F ., and the maximum dlft'erence between 
rooIllB at the 30·inch level was decreased 15.8' F. The temperature was 
increased from 1.7" to 5.2' F. at the floor and from 1.6' to 2.8" F. at the 
living zone. 
ID another test a I6-inch ventilation fan was placed in an open radia-
tion door of the beater jacket (Test G, Table 3) in House No.2. The tan 
blew air up and ~croaR the heater tire pot Inside the jacket and out the top 
grille. Temperaturea were increased at the floor and living zone and de-
creased at the ceiling In each room. Temperature differences were decrea.aed 
as much as 1.3' F . from floor to 3-inch level, 3.8" F. from floor to 60-inch 
level, and 18.8' F . from floor to ceiling. The maximum horizontal difference 
between rooma was decreased 9.5' F. Even though this fan WI.!I set on low 
speed, air velocities near it were rather high. Since all temperaturea were 
higher than thOlle usually considered satisfactory, it appeal"!!. that a smaller 
fan would have been sufficient. 
RELATION OF ROOM TEMPERATURES AT THE LIVING ZONE 
TO DISTANCE FROlI THE H.EAT SOURCE 
Gravity heat d istribution with a jacketed space heater I, dependent 
upon temperature differences. As the distance from the heat source is 
Increased, the temperature for a given height above the floor will decrease. 
As the temperature decreases the relative humidity Incr e.a.aea; therefore, 
Iln exact area where conditions are, or are not, desirable Is difficult to de-
dne. T his is assuming neither forced circulation nor obstructions to heat 
flow. 
Figure 16 showa relation ot temperature at the living zone to distance 
(rom the heat source I.!I ohtalned in House No.1 for a range in outdoor 
temperature of 20' to 30' F. It can be !Jeen from these curves that in each 
leat (except E) the temperature decreased 8.lI the distance increased within 
the living room where there were no obstructions to heat flow. Due to 
" 
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obstruction ot walla, temperatures decreased aharply with respect to dis-
taDce, ~veD with forced circulation, u air moved from the Jiving room to 
those adjacent. In Tellt E • 500 d'm. fan wu circulating air througb the 
lloor duct .yatem (forced convection ) , Temperatures were higher in the 
uWlty room than in the bathroom, even though the distance was greater 
from the heater, because wann air flowed to the utility room through two 
doors. 
There I, leu than 3' F. difference shown in Figure 16 between any 
two tull at any location (except Teat E at ODe point in t he living room) , 
but It should he remembered that forced circulation affected temperatutea 
at the living zone lesll than at any other elevation. For example, forced 
clrculaUon gave the greatest effect In decreuing temperatures Dear tbe 
celling and Increasing those near the floor. All at these temperatures were 
aut!l.clently hlfh for eomfort exupt thoae In the hathroom, which ahould 
have been from 2· to 5° F . higher. 
It can be seen in Figur es 17, 18& and ISh (Testa of House No.2) that 
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Figure 18,.. R~lation of dry_bulb temperatur~. a t 30 inch~s ahov~ floor to 
dl~tance ot th~rmocouple trom th~ heat ""urc~ In Hous~ No.2 for a rang~ In 
outdoor temperature of 20 ' to 30' F. (1950-:11). 
most all tests maintained temperatures higher than actually desirable in 
each particulsr room. All test.!l maintained temperatures in the south bed-
room too high for comfort. One reason temperaturell ran lower in the north 
bedroom than those at greater distances, is because there were thr ee win-
dows in it that fitted loosely and permitted a high rate of cold:air infiltra-
tion. Again it is indicated in Test C of Figure 1& and Test H of Figur e lSb 
that as the temperature is increased or the heat output is increased, tem-
peratur e differences between rooms incr ease. 
In Figures 19a and 19b (Tests of House No.3) the effects of a high 
ceiling are illustrated. Temperatures in the living zone dropped from 7' 
to 10' F . from living room to bathroom (14 feet). The only opening for 
warm air flow to the bathroom was one door approximately 7 feet high. 
This necessitated a bank of high temperature air 2 feet 15 inches in depth 
near the living room ceiling before temperatUfes in the bathroom could be 
affected. 
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FIgure 18b. RaaUon of dry-bulb temp .... tures at 30 inches above tloor to 
dlstanc. ot thumocouple trom the heat IfOUr(:e in H Olllle No.2 for a rang. In 
outdoor temperature of 20 ' to 30 ' F . (1950-lI1). 
Temperatures in all rooms other than the living room in Houae No.3 
ran slightly lower than desirable, but it ahould be remembered that relative 
humidity pereentages were comparatively high, which increased the degree 
of comfort. It was concluded that before thb house could be heated by a 
lingle cireulaling heater within the desirable limitations set by the United 
States Bureau of Standards (1 ), the ceiling should be lowered, or more 
openinp provided tor transferring h!i!lll to ouUying rooms, or both. Alao, 
the capacity of the heating unit .hould be increased or rate of heat lou 
from t he house .hould be deereued. 
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Figure 19a. Relation of dry-bulb temperature.! at 30 Inches above lI.oor to 
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smlMARY A.. ... D CONCLUSIONS 
The objective Of this atudy wa. to determine the etfectivenen and a110 
the Ihnltatlona ot oil-fired circulating beaten in aupply\ng and distributing 
winter heat in three am.all farm home.. Another objective was to deter-
mine the efl'ectiveneu of additional meana for diatrihuting heat througbout 
the hou4e. Various su es of fana from 150 to ~ elm. (cubic t eet per min-
ute dilcharge) were tested under di1fe~nt condition.. Under-floor duct 
ayateDII were tested " .. ith and 'i\1thout forced circulation in two hou,". 
The eft'ectiven.u of t:ra..nsom opening. above Interior doonl wu inveatl · 
gated. Small low-eo.t overhead duct. were uaed in two case. to transrer 
heat to outlying toollUl. 
Three hOlUea were atudled during the 1949-60 heating aeuon and the 
invelltic.lion waB continued in one holUe during the 1950·51 aeuon. An 
oil·ftred jacketed ei~ulating heater W&l used In each houlle. The ruel 
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combustion was controlled automatically by a room thermostat set at 78 " F. 
throughout all tests. House No.1 was occupied intermittently during the 
tests; House No.2 was occupied during the 1949-50 season but unoccupied 
during 1950-51 season; House No. 3 was occupied during all tests. 
Data obtained include dry-bulb temperatures at specified elevations 
in each room, relative humidity in at least three locations in each house, 
and outdoor dry-bulb temperature. Accurate fuel consumption measure-
ments were secured only in House No.2 during 1950-51 season. Wind 
movement and solar radiation were not correlated with the observed data. 
The following conclusions are made: 
1. In general, small one-story dwellings can be heated satisfactorily 
with a single space heater and ventilation fans if the weather is 
not too severe, the heat loss is not too great, and the arrangement 
of interior walls and openinga are such that they do not greatly 
obstruct heat distribution . 
2. Temperature differences from floor to ceiling vary almost directly 
with fuel consumption. Hence, heat loss from the structure should 
be minimized to keep the fuel consumption low. This illustrates 
the value of insulation. 
3. Fuel consumption varies inversely with the outdoor temperature 
and also inversely with forced circulation. Fuel consumption can 
be decreased by the use of fans to promote circulation. 
4. Under-floor duct systems alone are of little value for heat distri-
bution, but with forced convective circulation through the ducts 
temperature differences from Roor to ceiling show marked decrease. 
Temperatures in the living zone can thus be improved. 
5. Transom openings above interior doors are of little value to heat 
transfer, but those used in this study were small and if the openings 
were large enough and sufficient in number it is possible that con-
siderable warm air could be transferred to outlying rooms in this 
manner. 
6. Fans integral with beater can improve living zone temperatures to 
a marked degree throughout a small house. 
7. Fans improve warm air distribution in proportion to their distance 
from the heater. Close location to the heater is more desirable. 
Good improvement can be gained by placing a fan directly behind 
the heater, blowing air up and across the heater. This accords 
witb Achenbach's (1) conclusions. 
8. Overhead or above-ceiling air ducts are effective in beating an out-
lying room directly. Efficiency is increased by mounting a fan in 
such ducts to promote forced convection (Figure 8). This device 
is less effective in houses having ceiling heights greater than 9 feet. 
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